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The PREPARE\(^1\) research consortium is a European Union (EU) funded five-year (plus) investigation (additional funding and aims were added), set up to assess public health and clinical preparedness in the event of an Infectious Disease (ID) pandemic. The project, initiated in 2014, represents an international, multidisciplinary investigation conducted by a range of research clinicians and social scientists, aiming (as a first phase) to identify key structural, behavioural and cultural barriers to the rapid implementation of large multisite clinical studies in Europe (Work package 1, see EARL Reports)\(^2,3\). This was a complex investigation and included a number of quantitative and qualitative research approaches and strategies. These included, mining various secondary data and official document. In addition, the investigation conducted detailed literature searches on clinical trial authorisation and ethical approval processes in each Member State (MS) of the European union (with some additional countries); Country mapping of respective country ethics processes, recording Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs), legal, regulations, and ethical and official guidelines; Developing procedures for tracking ethical approval in real-time in various MS; It established a raft of appropriate research strategies, including social surveys, various types of depth interviews, including telephone interviews, and focus groups. These included a range of face-to-face and telephone interviews with relevant key informants (ie, high profile professional stakeholders, Public Health Officials and front-line medical researchers, at different levels) in key member states. The investigation therefore sought multiple triangulations via the use of multiple data gathering techniques and data sources within and between quantitative and qualitative methodologies. The detail is published elsewhere (PREPARE EARL Reports 2015 and 2016 and in various associated publications, some listed here).

The context of this project was bound by a growing concern that a serious pandemic was an eminent threat [1,2]. This was based on latest information on risk likelihood, as well as observed historical episodes. Increased frequency of threats added to this giving cause for concern in recent years because of rapid sociological and environmental changes, e.g., technology, livestock management and food production, transport, migration, and changes in climatic conditions. The links between globalisation and pandemics are therefore underscored, 'Pandemics are thus often understood as the unintended `blowback` – or even as the epidemiological footprint – of intensified globalization' [3] and regarded by some as the Third Epidemiological Transition [4].

The weaknesses of national and, in particular, international public health agencies have been cruelly exposed amid the Covid-19 emergency of 2019–20–21. Medical science has limited control over diseases outbreaks, particularly since many of these are unpredictable in terms of likely threat origin, trajectory and mutation. Known viruses can and do mutate (as we see currently with Covid-19 emergency) potentially making vaccines ineffective. In addition, vaccines themselves, as well as risk perception and public attitudes, may even become part of the problem. In light of the emergence of both known and newly identified viruses there is some cause for concern.

However, a biomedical clinical approach, often at the forefront of this type of research, may simply not be enough in itself to identify, control and manage these types of infections. It is argued here that a three-dimensional approach is needed, to include specialists from various branches of the social sciences. Some have argued that public health emergency systems have over-emphasized the clinical sciences [biomedical, Expert
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1. https://www.prepare-europe.eu/About-us/Workpackages/Workpackage-1
international organisations and European countries had such and disjointed at the international level. The preparedness plan. However, when PREPARE analysed the findings showed that they remained limited in scope and not well defined nor coordinated. Since pandemics recognize no borders, this was (and remains) a considerable international, indeed global, concern. In 2009 the H1N1 influenza pandemic spread to 6 continents in three months and infected between 11% to 21% of the world’s population. The warning from recent Ebola crises indicated that if we treat these public health issues (now with global implications) only at a national or Western-centric level, then effective plans are likely to have very limited effect. Similarly, if we view the problems in terms of national security, then we are perhaps inviting catastrophe. For example, some have outlined the relationship between drug development, production (for example, Tamiflu) and market interests, ie, tied into the national European security discussion [3]. Preparedness is not only about dealing with immediate disease outbreak. It is also about putting in place measures to try to identify diseases, to contain, manage or eradicate outbreaks and it has a socio-legal/political element also involving social control.

Pre Covid-19, it was estimated that within established clinical research practice in Europe (Cancer Research UK), it takes an average 621 days to recruit the first patient after funding is agreed. During the H1N1 pandemic virtually no patients were enrolled into clinical trials, so the optimum treatment of this pandemic remained unknown. This was regarded by many clinicians as a wasted opportunity to conduct research (or to set up procedures and protocols to conduct research).

As of yet it appears that there is currently no agreed and finalized Western European framework for ensuring clinical research is built into epidemic responses and procedures are only now being put in place for rapid research and particularly for the upscaling of international clinical research in times of emergency. This has now been forced amid the recent Covid-19 pandemic. The point is that there is a need for an ongoing preparedness and vigilance plan to include active, coordinated, multi-country, multi-agency efforts, effective and efficient surveillance and rapid ongoing clinical research is regarded as important to develop affordable, safe and effective treatment for clinical management strategies in pandemic situations. These could be proactive rather than periodic reactive outbursts (multiple historical examples pre- and post-1900, illustrate how the world lapsed into a kind of amnesia in the wake of even more serious epidemic outbreaks than Covid-19 and the concern here is that we need to be cognisant of this).

It is however, one thing to call for rapid research but the ability to plan for and conduct such research raises multiple and complex issues. For example, the research process involved in conducting clinical trials is lengthy and cumbersome in a single setting (or health care system). It involves some universally accepted guidelines or standardized operating procedures (SOPs) for example, at a basic level, the application process, ethics committees funding approval, agreed timelines and so on. However, this becomes more complex and problematic when we factor in culture, language and geography, ie, in multi-site research. PREPARE have identified these as significant ‘blockages’ or ‘bottlenecks.

What of the role of social science?

Some have suggested that social scientists (anthropologists) should focus on ‘local truths’ to help make explicit the local human responses to risks posed by pandemics (for example, why some appear to abide by lockdown advice and others do not; why some see drugs as a threat). Such an emic (bottom up) perspective of behaviour and attitude is crucially significant. Moreover, we might also add that within a dominant and over-arching biomedical system, ‘local truths’ also become important when looking at structural ethical, administrative, regulatory and logistical considerations. In other words, it becomes important to understand real on the ground situations, real Operational Procedures rather than etic (top down) SOPs, in real time, including real structures. In this regard social scientific input has a role to play in looking at the context of structures and / or systems. The utility of social science in medicine is underlined in a recent article in the Lancet [9]. In this sense, the approach is also sympathetic to critically realist strategy, since it also involves looking at underlying structures and assumptions or mechanisms that influence research and practice [10,11]. Others have called for an anthropology of epidemics, to provide insight into factors, as well as actors that shape the ongoing production of knowledge about epidemics, How such knowledge is transmitted and how dominant and competing accounts circulate and interact [12].

The PREPARE data has so far indicated multiplex vital problems dogging harmonised research of pandemics. But
these problems are not insurmountable. They do however, need to be clearly identified first. These range from structural / procedural matters, ie, key ethical and regulatory issues in initiating multi-country clinical studies, to patient participation in clinical trials. For example, the study confirmed that research approval processes and procedures within Europe and even within respective countries were delayed, isolated and fragmented and these were related to a number of structural and social/cultural factors.

Other significant issues emerged such as, gaining informed consent and approval (for a specific research purpose). In other words, ethics protocols set up for a specific research purpose with specific individuals or groups is today regarded as the norm in research and specifically in clinical research. But PREPARE found evidence that research consent is interpreted differently in different countries (local truths). Many countries employed specific ethical guidelines (consent and approval for specific research purposes with well-defined individuals or populations within a well specified timeframe). Others employed what might be called broad ethical consent (ie, participants and information were used for other research purposes over and above that for which it was originally intended). Consent, it appeared, was used for further, additional research beyond that explicitly stipulated, for the greater good.

Such considerations led our research team to look more specifically at public involvement and what the public actually thought about giving consent for research during pandemic periods [13,14]. Broad consent was largely regarded by some clinical research physicians as pragmatically important, particularly for emergency situations and crucial to harmonising and streamlining research procedures to facilitate rapid research in times of pandemics. The problem is that a dual / multiple consent process raises issues surrounding not only standardisation, but also wider ethical considerations. (ie, big data and the consequences downstream for individuals).

The research suggests that there appears to be an issue of balance (individual freedom versus the common good, and the interpretation of this). Within the European context, EU directives introduced in 2014, were also perceived to be adding to bureaucratic blockages of rapid research. Although aspects of how these are defined at the local level appears to be open to local or regional interpretation. One suggested way forward is to establish an ethics pre-approval process, (or sleeping ethics protocols – again, this is not without controversy). The point here being that within democratic states, the general public have a right to be informed and can be polled in relation to how to consent. Such a process may also help in developing future research protocols in public health for other issues and in other places [15,16]. PREPARE identified that even within a biomedical (scientific) culture, the idea of uniform SOPs is problematic. The consequences are that this has fuelled a serious debate surrounding individual rights and the public good and it links to wider debates surrounding risk, trust, public understanding and communication [17-20].

This short discussion seeks to open up a more general debate into social and clinical research surrounding pandemics and to include the issue of ethics, the respective roles of clinical science, public health and social science in this process.
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